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Introduction
The Pario Professional questionnaire reviews work preferences and motivation, and how these link to behaviour
at work. The report identifies factors affecting performance, enabling these to be explored through one-to-one
feedback, perhaps linked to an interview, coaching, or as part of a team development workshop. It should be
noted that certain scores can contribute to a strength in one area but may also be linked to personal
development needs in another. This might, for example, apply to a very task-orientated approach which then
has a negative impact on interpersonal effectiveness.
Sam’s preferences are summarized in terms of his Approach to Problems, People and Tasks. The three areas
can also be linked to underlying competencies associated with the "Head, Heart & Hands" – described in terms
of Problems, People and Tasks. The 'bullet points' outline behaviour associated with the scales on the profile,
and these descriptions can be explored as part of the feedback process or selection interview.
The report is based on the pattern of response made at the time the questionnaire was completed. The scores
recorded on the profile indicate the number of items selected on each scale, highlighting the relative emphasis
Sam has placed on each dimension. The profile should not be regarded as permanently fixed and scores can
change as a result of new work demands, changing attitudes towards work, possibly linked to training or
coaching, and increased experience in a particular role.
The report is prepared in good faith and the interpretation is designed to provide an overview of the main
points emerging from the questionnaire. It can be used to explore Sam’s approach and identify issues that
relate to his future development. This information can form part of a broader assessment or development
process but should not be used in isolation. It is important that any issues raised in this report are seen in the
context of his role and reviewed by means of a full feedback discussion.

1. Approach to Problems
Analysis of Information
* reflects on the wider consequences and implications of actions * willing to question existing procedures * is
moderately responsive towards change * will trust his own judgement on what is required * has a reasonably
flexible approach, with some attention to planning * does not regard checking detail as a key aspect of his role
* adopts a very questioning, probing style of working * may need to focus on the steps needed to achieve
results

Flexibility of Response
* will examine new ways of resolving problems * analysis will be supported through discussion with others *
may need to show more initiative, to turn ideas into actions * could do more to support the introduction of new
approaches * likes to find out what other people are thinking * has a relatively low concern about working in an
environment with clearly defined rules or principles

2. Approach to People
Personal Interaction
* is likely to clarify issues or professional objectives * (but may not seek opportunities to give a clear lead to
others?) * likes to be in charge of situations and decide objectives * moderately controlled response to the
actions of others * relatively little emotional response is likely to be evident * gives some thought to
maintaining close relationships * will seek to have some involvement as part of a group * has some concern for
working on the basis of mutual understanding

Influence and Persuasion
* has a fairly strong need for recognition and acknowledgement * (wants to make a personal impact and gain
favourable feedback?) * appears less active (or focused?) when contributing in a group * may seek to minimise
conflict or disagreement * has some regard for the standards or expectations of others * displays some Team
Involvement (linked to completing a task?) * seeks to give a fairly clear lead * is likely to actively seek
recognition and attention * may appear less confident or positive in dealing with people in a team * (may not
actively input ideas or shape the agenda in meetings?)

3. Approach to Tasks
Decision Making
* emphasises completing things quickly * (a sense of urgency may be apparent on occasions) * this appears
linked to a reflective approach (considers the broader issues relating to a task?) * requires little supervision or
guidance * (more focus on key steps could be relevant in some situations) * shows confidence when required to
take action * consults with others * sets demanding personal targets * (note the need for personal recognition)

Focus on Outcomes
* gives significant time and effort to overcoming problems * (places value on the work ethic?) * has little need
for on-going involvement in Task Completion * (but gives less attention to the specific details of
implementation?) * gives less emphasis to surfacing problems or confronting issues * displays a high level of
emotional control * wants to maintain positive working relationships * maintains a fairly impartial and
professionally objective style * (but has some concern for shared outlook and values) * appears less confident or
positive in asserting his ideas in a group

4. Motivation and Work Style
A review of the key aspects of Sam's profile suggests that his motivation and workstyle will be influenced by the
following considerations: A willingness to adapt to changing requirements and less predictable work situations.
A preference for avoiding confrontation. A strong focus on personal achievement. Compared to other
professionals, there is a moderate emphasis on achieving Personal Impact by shaping events and initiating
action. He will have some interest in working in a stimulating environment and moving things forward. There is
also the somewhat lower emphasis, noted earlier, on adopting a focused approach in working towards the
achievement of assignments.

Part 4: Summary of Scores - 1
This chart shows the raw scores on each of the primary dimensions.

Part 5: Additional Pario Dimensions (Sten Scores)
Sten Scores (Mean = 5.5)

